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IBM sizing estimation for
IBM systems running
Oracle products

Simple, no-charge, reliable estimates for new installations
or upgrades to existing environments
Sizing estimation you can trust
Highlights
•

Sizing estimates for IBM Power
Systems, IBM z Systems, and IBM
System Storage products when used for
deploying Oracle software

•

New installation sizing estimates—for
clients implementing an Oracle product
on an IBM platform for the first time

•

Upgrade sizing estimates—for clients
upgrading existing installations of an
Oracle product on an IBM platform

For years, the IBM® Oracle International Competency Center has
been testing the performance of Oracle software running on IBM
hardware to derive the metrics necessary to build reliable sizing
estimation tools. These tools are continuously refined using feedback
from clients and from IBM and IBM Business Partner technical
specialists with direct experience implementing Oracle products on
IBM servers and storage. This continuous testing and feedback helps us
create sizing estimation tools that are trustworthy and reliable—helping
you derive more accurate project cost estimates.
IBM’s sizing estimation tools are built to support sizing estimates for
Oracle products running on IBM’s leading-edge server and storage
offerings—including IBM Power Systems™, IBM z Systems™, and
IBM System Storage® products.

Sizing estimates for new installations or
upgrade projects
Working with the IBM Digital Techline Center we have designed
sizing estimation processes for clients implementing an Oracle software
product for the first time, as well as customers upgrading their Oracle
solution environments. A list of Oracle products covered by our new
and upgrade sizing processes is shown in Table 1. For questions about
sizing for Oracle products shown in Table 1, or for any other Oracle
product sizing questions, please contact the IBM Oracle International
Competency Center at ibmoracle@us.ibm.com.
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Oracle Product

New sizing

Upgrade sizing

Oracle E-Business Suite

X

X

Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne

X

X

Oracle’s JD Edwards World

X

X

Oracle’s PeopleSoft Enterprise

X

X

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition

X

Oracle Database

X

Table 1: IBM sizing estimation capabilities by Oracle product

The IBM and Oracle alliance
Since 1986, Oracle and IBM have been providing clients with
compelling joint solutions, combining Oracle’s technology
and application software with IBM’s complementary
hardware, software and services solutions. More than 100,000
joint clients benefit from the strength and stability of the
Oracle and IBM alliance. Through this partnership, Oracle
and IBM offer technology, applications, services and hardware
solutions that are designed to mitigate risk, boost efficiency
and lower total cost of ownership.
IBM is a Diamond Partner in the Oracle Partner Network,
delivering industry insight, extensive real-world Oracle
applications experience, deep technical skills, and high
performance servers and storage that creates a complete
business solution with a defined return on investment. From
application selection, through purchase and implementation to
upgrade and maintenance, IBM helps organizations reduce the
TCO and the complexity of managing their current and future
applications environment while building a solid base for
business growth.
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For more information
To find out more about other joint solutions from IBM and
Oracle, please contact an IBM sales representative at 1-866426-9989, or visit us at:
ibm.com/solutions/oracle
ibmandoracle.com

For more information about IBM Power Systems, see:
ibm.com/systems/power/

For more information about IBM z Systems, see:
ibm.com/systems/z/

For more information about IBM System Storage, see:
ibm.com/systems/storage/#ibm-custom-storage

To access sizing questionnaires and begin the sizing process
for the Oracle products shown in Figure 1, visit:
ibm.com/partnerworld/wps/servlet/ContentHandler/techline/
FAQ00000750
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